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AN HEARTFELT APPEAL FROM OUR FOUNDER PRINCIPAL

GREETINGS FROM NEHRU MEMORIAL COLLEGE

 

Dear Alumnus, 

   Nehru Memorial College

the cause of providing higher education to the wards of poor 

programmes in a tiled building in the early years now the Institution has expanded its 

wings with more programmesthrough

of time,the Institution hasbec

moment it proudly marchestowards

mainly contributed by thousands

would like to establish a close contact with its alumni

environment and its faculty members have helped you

and achieve great success in your 

world and leading a successful life. 

not built simply by brick and mortars but by the pillars of thousands of students like 

you. 

As we are planning to celebrate the Golden Jubilee from June 2017, I feel that a 

compendium of cherished memories

definitely be useful to the Institution for a better communication with you all.  We also 

propose to establish an exclusive web site for 

your experiences through this

proforma and send/submit it to the Principal by Post 

email nmc.gj.alu@gmail.com 

Please pass on this information to your 

the Alumni Directory in the month of June 2017

will record your valuables suggestions/ideas/view points in the directory

Soliciting your cooperation in this regard,

Best Wishes 

 

 

 

 

Puthanampatti   

08-02-2017    
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AN HEARTFELT APPEAL FROM OUR FOUNDER PRINCIPAL 

GREETINGS FROM NEHRU MEMORIAL COLLEGE 

Nehru Memorial College, established in the year 196

the cause of providing higher education to the wards of poor farmers. Starting with few 

programmes in a tiled building in the early years now the Institution has expanded its 

through state of art infrastructural facilities. In the course 

become an Autonomous Institution and at the present 

towardsGolden Jubilee(2016-2017).  As this success is 

contributed by thousands of our alumni and theirunstinted support

would like to establish a close contact with its alumni. Definitely the Institution, its 

environment and its faculty members have helped you to improve your confidence 

in your life.I hope that now you are in a better position in the 

a successful life. It is not an exaggeration to say that the Institution

not built simply by brick and mortars but by the pillars of thousands of students like 

are planning to celebrate the Golden Jubilee from June 2017, I feel that a 

cherished memories, nostalgic feelings, varied experiences

be useful to the Institution for a better communication with you all.  We also 

exclusive web site for our alumni so that all of you could

this platform.So I humbly request you to fill in 

it to the Principal by Post and also send a softcopy to the 

 

this information to your near and dear ones. As we are planning to bring 

in the month of June 2017, kindly cooperate with us 

valuables suggestions/ideas/view points in the directory. 

Soliciting your cooperation in this regard, 

     M.Ponnambalam

                  Founder Principal

    Chairman, Governing Body

www.nmc.ac.in   Phone: 04327 234227 
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Achievements made by you(Professional/Social/Educational) :

 
Srinivasan Desikan is the author of one of the 
Practices" which is being used by more than 60 universities across the world. 
copies of this book has been sold and is available in English and Chinese languages. 
 
He has received one of the biggest engineering awards "
setting up system test team and the lab from scratch and
contributions towards testing services portfolio. 
Award" from Test2008.in for his contributions to both academia and Industry.
 
He has vast experience in the areas of 
setting up test teams from scratch. He has delivered talks on testing at international conferences both 
in India and abroad, such as QAI-India, ASIASTAR
(Washington, USA), CSI, BCIC, IEEE, SPIN (Chennai), ICCA(Pondy), STEP
has more than 20 technical publications with magazines such as CTO Forum, PCQuest, Times of 
India, Deccan Herald, Express Computer, SEA Software ...etc.
 
He has two patents on Regression testing and white box testing. He is currently doing his research in 
defect detection and prevention mechanisms for mission
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Mobile: 98459 47188 

Email: Srinivasan.desikan@gmail.com

Twitter: 

Facebook: 

LinkedIn:  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/srini123

Whatsapp:  98459 47188 

(Professional/Social/Educational) : 

is the author of one of the bestselling book "Software Testing - Principles and 
" which is being used by more than 60 universities across the world. More than 80,000 

copies of this book has been sold and is available in English and Chinese languages.  

He has received one of the biggest engineering awards "Employee of the Year-1999" at Novell for 
setting up system test team and the lab from scratch and Rock-Star 2013 award from HP for his 
contributions towards testing services portfolio. He is the recipient of "Testing Thought Leadership 

" from Test2008.in for his contributions to both academia and Industry. 

He has vast experience in the areas of test automation, test management, test processes and in 
setting up test teams from scratch. He has delivered talks on testing at international conferences both 

India, ASIASTAR-2002 (Melbourne, Australia), PSQT/PSTT
shington, USA), CSI, BCIC, IEEE, SPIN (Chennai), ICCA(Pondy), STEP-AUTO and STeP

has more than 20 technical publications with magazines such as CTO Forum, PCQuest, Times of 
India, Deccan Herald, Express Computer, SEA Software ...etc.  

He has two patents on Regression testing and white box testing. He is currently doing his research in 
defect detection and prevention mechanisms for mission-critical software applications based on 

(PRESENT) 

Srinivasan.desikan@gmail.com 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/srini123 

Principles and 
More than 80,000 

 

" at Novell for 
Star 2013 award from HP for his 

Testing Thought Leadership 

test automation, test management, test processes and in 
setting up test teams from scratch. He has delivered talks on testing at international conferences both 

2002 (Melbourne, Australia), PSQT/PSTT-2003 
AUTO and STeP-IN. He 

has more than 20 technical publications with magazines such as CTO Forum, PCQuest, Times of 

He has two patents on Regression testing and white box testing. He is currently doing his research in 
critical software applications based on 



matured automobile industry experiences (Toyota-way).  
 
He is also serving as honorary advisor to colleges and Universities in course design, delivery and 
Instruction methods for software engineering and design. As ahonorary advisor to companies he 
helped many of the testing services organizations in setting up and improving their competency and 
business.  
Your Greetings/Message for Golden Jubilee Celebrations - 2017 

Nehru Memorial College was the first college in Tamilnadu to introduce B.SC 

computer science in the year 1983 to serve the surrounding villages with new 

astounding technologies of the world.  It was a not a simple thing but Mr. 

Ponnambalamdid it as a challenge, not just as Principal but also as a Senate 

member of Bharathidasan University. The college management, the committed 

teaching staff and extra efforts by the college (to give an example: to partner with 

Ziffer Data management training institute) made us as outstanding students of 

the university when we passed out as First Batch students of computer science. I 

was one of those benefited by this college and it helped me not just in getting 

good education and a great job, but also to grow to new heights, to stand up and 

proudly say that I am an Alumni of NMC.  On this occasion of this Golden Jubilee I 

wish very long years to NMC and to the able management in imparting 

quqlityeducation to the needy in villages and cities around Puthanampatti.  

 

 


